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One approach
to the problem8
of aged persons
with
limited
mean8 who qualify for a very low
pension or none at all has been the provision
of
regzclar
payment8
to supplantent
their
ancomemeane-tested benefits. This article summarizes the
in five European
experience
of such an approach
countries.
The comparative
extent
and cost8 of
these program8 arc measured and the pattern8
and
trend8 are eaamdned.

HOW TO MEET the needs of impoverished
aged pensioners has been a matter of concern in
the United States for many years. An overview
of the search for solutions to this problem in several European nations may provide a background for any consideration of the efforts in
this c0untry.l These nations, with a longer tradition of social security, have tried and sometimes
abandoned a variety of approaches. Their experience is examined here from this point of view.
In developing international data for a country-to-country
comparison a somewhat unexpected picture has emerged. In economically
advanced countries, the aged segment of the population has increased at a much more rapid rate
than the general population while the proportion
of pensioners to contributors has grown to such
an extent as to cause serious concern. Yet the
number with means-tested benefits has declined in
both relative and absolute terms. Why is the
* International
Staff, OfRice of Research and Statistics.
For a fuller comparison of these programs, see Max
Horlick, Supplemental
Becurity
for the Aged-A
Comparison of Five Countries (Staff Paper No. 15), OiBce of
Research and Statistics, 1973.
1 The Social Security Amendments of 1972 repealed
the existing Federal-State programs of aid to the aged,
blind, and disabled, effective January 1, 1974, and established a new Federal supplemental security income program for the needy aged, blind, and disabled, which will
pay monthly benefits if monthly income as defined in the
law is less than the monthly payment (January-June
1974, $130 for an individual and $195 for a couple ; beginning July 1974. $140 and $210, respectively).
A State
may supplement the Federal benefits, and such State
payments would be excluded as income for purposes of
the Federal program.
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need for this type of assistance to the aged
diminishing? Have certain countries developed
successful policies that eliminate economic insecurity for their senior citizens? If they have,
then what can be learned from this experience?
Since it would not be possible to research
trends in this area for all of the advanced
nations, five countries-Austria,
Belgium, Finland, France, and Switzerland-were
selected for
study. The choices were dictated in part by the
availability of data, the opportunity to confer
with officials, and the kind of approaches used.
Four of these countries have pension plans
that yield some of the highest earnings-replacement rates in the world, yet their elderly frequently need financial aid. How the aid is given
through the social security systems, the level of
income replacement provided, and the methods
of distribution and financing depends largely on
the social outlook of each society. In addition, a
country’s decision on social security needs reflects
demographic, financial, and political considerations beyond the immediate scope of social security.
The countries studied are in the midst of a
long-range trend that has seen the proportion of
aged persons in the total population continue to
rise. Because of employment declines in agriculture, mining, and small retail trade, the number
of disadvantaged retirees from these sectors also
continues to rise. There are, consequently, strong
social pressures for the development of measures
to help those unable to provide adequately for
themselves. Such measures involve greater financial expenditures. At the same time, in some
countries, the active workers-particularly
young
contributors-are
beginning to feel that they
may already be overburdened in terms of payroll
and income taxes.
Each of the social security approaches developed by these countries is accompanied by its
own problems. In a social insurance system with
earnings-related
benefits, those workers who
could never consistently earn even a minimum
3

ivage or work regularly would receive a pension
too small to live on. In response to this situation, some countries have statutory minimums
for their old-age pensions. Such a system, however, covers only earners and their dependents
and survivors. It omits many who have never
established an earnings record, including casual
and domestic workers, migrant workers, workers
in family establishments, and, in some countries,
agricultural workers.
Systems with universal flat-rate benefits, on
the’ other hand, cover nonworkers as well as
members of the labor force. Not only is this
approach costly, but its benefits are lower than
those the earnings-related system can finance.
In theory, the earnings-related
approach
achieves greater adequacy of benefits and the
flat-rate approach more universality. In practice,
however, the minimum social security benefit
under either system is often not enough to sustain an aged retiree or couple since it may have
been initially
related to a minimum wage or
subsistence leve1.2 The original intent may have
been to keep the amount low, and this philosophy has continued to guide planners. In more
recent years, however, social pressures generated
by such factors as inflation and economic growth
have led some countries to supplement the minimum benefit amount. One way is the addition of
an earnings-related layer to supplement the flat
rate. This method has been used during the past
decade in Canada, Norway, Sweden, the United
Kingdom, and, among the countries studied here,
Finland.
Some persons do not qualify for even the minimum benefit. A number of countries have therefore simply blanketed-in whole groups of such
ineligibles by granting benefits to those too old
to qualify when a new system started, by reducing the required years of contributions under
certain conditions or by exempting the indigent
from any contributory flat-rate systems.
As an alternative to these methods or because
benefits under such programs may still be inadequate, the five countries selected for study-and
many others-also
provide means-tested cash
2 For a detailed analysis of adequacy, see Paul Fisher,
“Minimum Old-Age Pensions: Their Adequacy in Terms
of Average Earnings, Minimum Wages and National Income and Some Problems of Adjustment,”
Internatio?%al
Labour Review, July and September 1970.
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supplements to bring income or assets up to some
national standard. Basically, the study countries
use three approaches: (1) A statutory minimum
old-age pension restricted to those who qualify
fully, plus one or more types of means-tested
benefits for those who do not qualify or where
the minimum is too low ; (2) no minimum social
insurance pension but a means-tested minimum
payment ; and (3) a means-tested benefit bringing resources up to a national “poverty” standard.
Choosing the appropriate term for these supplements is complicated by the fact that they
appear to represent a hybrid of social insurance
and welfare. Debate within the countries argues
that they are one or the other and questions
whether the two types should be mixed. The terminology in all the countries avoids the words
“welfare,” “assistance,” and ‘(aid,” in a conscious
effort to escape whatever stigma may be attached
to them. To describe these cash monthly payments to the needy elderly, the term ‘Lmeanstested” appears closest to neutral since it refers
to an element common to all the systems.
Administration
by the national social insurance system is another common element. Social
insurance seems to have become involved in what
might be called the welfare business mainly
through the process of evolution. Originally, a
prerequisite for the means-tested benefit was previous attachment to the labor force, and the
recipients had to be former salaried workers. The
prevailing postwar idea in countries creating
such benefits was that these former workers had
a right to means-tested help. Benefits of “right”
were administered by national systems. Social
insurance institutions therefore took over the
administration of the means-tested benefits, with
pragmat,ic rather than theoretical considerations
dictating this course.
TYPES OF MEANS-TESTED BENEFITS

The main characteristics of the programs providing means-tested benefits in the five countries
studied are summarized in table 1.
Austria makes what it calls supplemental
equalization payments to old-age and survivor
beneficiaries to raise their regular pensions to a
national minimum. Since the pensions are earnings-related, the granting of the means-tested
SOCIAL SECURITY

TABLE I.-Minimum

and means-tested benefit characteristics, five countries
statutory
minlmum under
general program

Country

Type of means-tested benefit

Source of funds

Austria ____________________
No. ___________________
For pensioners________________________
Yes___________________
General revenue
Belgium ___________________
Yes ___________________
For former self-employed ______________
Yes ___________________
Voluntary contributions and general
revenue subsidy.
Guaranteed mlnimum _________________
No ____________________
General revenue
Finland ___________________
wo I--- ________________
Oeneral assistancepenslons.. ____- _____ No ____________________
Payroll tax, income tax, and general
revenue
France _____________________
No ______._____________
For aged former workers _______________
Yes___________________
Worker and employer contributfons.
Worker and employer contrlbutlons
Solidarit r____________________________
Yes___________________
Special 8;9lo&Ion I____________________
Worker and employer contributions.
No. ___________________
General and special taxes
Ewltzerland ________________
Yes ___________________
No 4--e________________
Tr~sMbnL-.
______________________
Canton and Federal share
Complementary.. _____________________
I
I Yes___________________
1The universal pension is in a sensea minimum
s Payment to those receiving very low pensions
r For those who do not qualify for any other means&!sted beneflt

additions is premised on work history. They are
financed f ram general revenues.
The Belgian system has undergone an evolution, with remnants of some past arrangements
still in existence. It has (1) general-revenuefinanced benefits for the retired self-employed,
(2) a statutory minimum pension under regnlar
earnings-related old-age insurance (with such a
long qualifying period that many could not meet
the requirements), and (3) a new guaranteed
minimum for all of the elderly, financed by general revenues and requiring no work record. The
third type of benefit is specifically intended to
remove the elderly from the jurisdiction
of
locally administered welfare programs.
Finland has a universal pension. Retirees with
little income and resources may also receive a
variety of means-tested benefits that are financed
from a combination of payroll tax, income tax,
and general revenue.
The French system is now moving from the
use of various benefits-most of them requiring
past contributions to the social security systemtoward a simpler form of guaranteed minimum
for all the aged. Some of the benefits are
financed by payroll tax, others are subsidized
from general revenue.
Switzerland also has carried over several types
of benefits from the past that are paid from general and earmarked taxes. One benefit introduced
in 1948, when the social security system was
inaugurated, was primarily
to aid those who
could not become eligible for a regular pension
because of the time factor. In 1966 an additional
means-tested benefit was created to bring up the
benefit level, which was still considered inadeBULLETIN,
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4 Originally for workers who had retired or were about to retire when
system began

quate. The two means-tested benefits together
constitute what amounts to a guaranteed income
for retirees.
The scope of these means-tested programs is
broad. The number of beneficiaries ranges from
25 percent to 40 percent of all pensioners in the
country-except
in Finland, where more than
three-fourths of the pensioners are helped. The
costs of these benefits range from 7 percent to 60
percent of the total cost of old-age pensions. The
cost figures are particularly worth noting since
they apply to countries regarded as having social
security systems with old-age provisions that are
among the best in the world.
It is surprising that a substantial proportion
(if not most) of the aged who need means-tested
benefits are not the low earners, early retirees, or
even the disabled but rather members of the
labor force and their survivors who have not
been taken care of under social security reforms
or those whose plans for old-age security were
undermined
by economic and technological
change. Thdse workers, caught in periods of
transition, were too old to profit from social
security improvements, had incomplete coverage
for technical reasons, were in noncovered
employment or were self-employed, or were victims of economic forces such as declines in certain industries or in agriculture.

BENEFIT LEVELS

Examining the levels of benefits is hampered
by the fact that there is no single rate at which
the means-tested benefits are paid. Each country
s

either tailors the size of its payments to the
means of the applicants or bases them on such
collateral factors as geographic location and
family status.
Two basic approaches are used in determining
the size of benefits: (1) A specific monthly
amount is established for those judged to be in
need-but with variations ,according to family
situation, geographic location, or other factor ;
(2) a national (or regional) subsistence level is
established and the applicant’s available income
is brought up to this level by a means-tested benefit.
In an effort to make a meaningful international comparison of benefit levels possible, table
2 presents the amount of the means-tested benefit
for single and married recipients and the amount
of the regular old-age pension of an average
worker in manufacturing and shows the meanstested benefit as a percentage of the old-age pension.
For a single beneficiary, the means-tested
amount ranges from 45 percent of the average
old-age pension in Austria to 84 percent in
Switzerland. The benefit for couples goes from
53 percent of the average pension in Finland to
more than 100 percent in Switzerland. These percentages seem considerably higher than might be
expected, particularly
when one considers that
(a) the average pension figure used here is that
for the worker in manufacturing and is thus
larger than the average for workers in most
other segments of the labor force and (b) many
social security authorities in these countries tend
to hold the view that “welfare” payments should
not be at a level that could be a disincentive to
work and personal’ savings.
To provide further perspective to these relationships between the means-tested benefits and
the regular old-age pension, table 2 includes the
replacement rate (average pension compared
with the average wage in the last year worked)
for a worker in manuf acturing.s
For single recipients, Austria has the highest
replacement rate and, relatively,
the lowest
means-tested benefit. The replacement rate for
Austria for a single worker with 35 years of
3 For an explanation
of the methodology, see Max
Horlick, “Earnings-Replacement
Rates of Old-Age Benefits : An International
Comparison,” fJocia2 fi’ecurity Bulletzn, March 1970.
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service is 55 percent. The average old-age pension in Austria is relatively high (more than
double the means-tested benefit). Planners fixed
it at a high level so that retirees could maintain
their previous standard of living.
At the other end of the scale, Switzerland has
the lowest replacement *rate and, relatively, the
highest means-tested benefit. The Swiss old-age
pension was never intended by the planners to be
more than a basic floor of protection, as their
replacement rates of 21 percent for a single
person and 34 percent for a couple suggest. Since
the pension is regarded only as minimal, the
means-tested benefit is not very much less: For
the single person it is more than four-fifths of
the pension amount; for the couple it is larger
than the pension. The closeness of the two also
reflects the fact that the system is not fully
mature and that the basic level has been raised
more rapidly than the average over the past
decade.
All of the countries studied provide supplements for dependent wives under their meanstested programs, but there is no uniformity in
amount. The following tabulation shows the
dependent wife’s benefit expressed as a percentage of the primary amount paid to the husband,
for both the means-tested and old-age benefits,
where these provisions exist.

country

Wife’s supplement as * percent
of husband’s amount ofI
Meb~s.~te~ted
Old-age
peU3lOtl
I

Austria.---.--....---------------------N;?
Beklum. ______________________
________
_
Finland (universal) _____________________ 100
France ____.____________._______________
Switzerlnnd ____________________________ ii

38
E-i

100
60

Although the recipients of means-tested benefits rarely have dependent children still living at
home, the programs do provide additional
amounts for children. Finland provides a supplement of 7-17 percent for each child, depending
on area of residence and family status. In Austria the benefit for a dependent child is about 11
percent of the primary means-tested benefit.
MEANS

TEST

The means test is often difficult to administer
and usually less than popular. Frequent changes
SOCIAL SRCURITY

TABLE 2.-Mean+tested

benefit in relation to average old-age pension,1 five countries, January 1, 1969
Annual average old-sge pension
Earnings-replacement
rate (percent) 3

Amount

country

Single
perSOIl

Austria..-..-.-..--.-------------------Beluium _______.________________________
’ BF
) 8 37,000
31,oca
Finland.-. ______________________________
’ “I$ 3%
France, old workers _____________________
Switzerland, transItional________________
’ SwF 2:832

Couple

B&50

Fmk 31442
F 1,991
SwF 3,531

ShglS3
petSOU

ii

1 Based on average earnings of a worker in manufacturing.
* PensIon as proportion of earnings in last year of work
* After 35 gears of work.
4No wife’s supplement Lspald for the regular old-age pension
‘Atwe
6Medium cost-of-llvlng zone, basic means-testedbenefit

in the amounts and limits of resources have created difficulties in recordkeeping and computation. As many as three changes have been made
in a single year. In the past, of course, no change
may have occurred for a number of years, with a
consequent loss in the value of the payments for
the recipients.
Some of the problems stem from flexibility,
such as that produced by the multiple ceilings in
Finland. Certain social elements of difficulty also
occur in implementation. Several countries in assessing the value of resources, for example, investigate and consider the assets the elderly may
have passed on to their children in order to meet
the means-test requirements. Strictness in defining and applying such standards varies according to the intent of the program. The most rigorous standards are applied in Austria-the
country that has the highest old-age pensions,
relatively.
The Austrians seem to consider that their oldage pension is a good one and that the worker
with a normal career in covered employment
would therefore not be expected to need assistance. There is a traditional stress on the virtues
of hard work, as reflected in the pension formula, which pays the highest amount to those
who have worked the longest. Means-tested benefits through the social security system are consequently more controlled than in countries without this approach.
Switzerland represents the opposite approach.
Since the old-age pension was not meant to be
sustaining and since the system is young and the
payments small, the controls are, so to speak, relaxed. It is felt that the persons who apply for
BUURTIN, DECEMBER 1973

Annual means-tested benetlt

Couple

‘-‘---ii---‘--

Amount
Sill&

person

As perceut of pension
Couple

BF8 20,320
14,033
BFs 31,224
23,880
8 Frn; l/$
4 Fmk 1,836
F 6,200
SwF 2:400 SwF 3,340

singkl
person

Couple

46
56

3

ii
84

ifI
103

7 The complementary means-tested beneflt may be given in addition.
NOTE At the beqlnninq of 1889,the followfnq camversion rates were in
effect Austrian schilllng. about 3 8 U.S. cents: Be&Ian franc, about 2 U 8.
cents: Fhmlsh mark. about 24 U 8 oents; French franc, about 20 U.8 cents;
Swfsa franc, about 23 U S cents.

the means-tested benefit have very limited resources for their old age, and the means test is
commensurately liberal.
In measuring the private means of an applicant for an old-age pension, remuneration for
work, the partial value of property owned, and
other income may be included. Social security
and welfare payments are usually excluded. In
the countries studied, however, remuneration for
work has relatively little importance for the age
groups under consideration, since the beneficiaries are retired and often very elderly. France has
no retirement test and pensioners may thus continue to work after starting to draw benefits, but
65 is the prevailing age for leaving the labor
force. Finland has no retirement test for the universal pension but has one for the earningsrelated benet%. Switzerland does not require retirees to give up working. Belgium limits regular
work after retirement but permits casual work.
Austria has a retirement test.
Austria and France count all of the wage in
calculating the means, but the matter is virtually
academic in France since few recipients remain
in the labor force. In Belgium, three-fourths of
the gross wage is taken into account. Switzerland
disregards a modest amount of income from
work, annuities, and pensions-taken
together ;
only two-thirds of the income after this exemption is taken into account.
Most of the countries do not count the full
value of property or remuneration other than
wages. Some programs distinguish between assets
essential to maintain a standard of living and
those that are not essential. Finland and France
omit from consideration, for example, privately
7

owned dwellings and furnishings
valued up to a
specified amount, on the premise that these items
are essential to the recipients.
The value of social security benefits is not
counted under the means test in Finland
but is
counted to some degree in other countries. Finland disregards the national pensions, children’s
allowances, and the amount of the minimum pension paid by the earnings-related
system. Switzerland and Belgium disregard a portion of the
regular old-age pension. Austria and France include public and private old-age benefits. Only
Switzerland
includes family
allowances within
the maximum income allowed. All the countries
disregard private and public assistance. Unusual
health expenses may also be deducted from income, as under the Swiss complementary
benefit
program.

TABLE 3.-Total population and population aged 65 and over,
five countries, selected years, 1952 and 1960-69
[Numbers in thousands]

- --

Country

--

Austria
Total population _____________
Aged 65 and over
Number ____________________
Percent ______-____--_____--Belgmm ________________________
Total population _____________
Aged 65 and over.
Number ____________________
Percent......
_______________
Finland
Total population....
_________
Aaed 65 and over
Number ____________________
Percent _____________________
France
Total population _____________
Aped 65 and over
Number ____________________
Percent _____________________
Switzerland
Total population-..
__________
Aged 65 and over
Number ____________________
Percent. ____________________

-

1952 1

1860

lQ65

1869

7.648

7,255

7,373

862
12 2

058
13.2

1,034
14.0

8,730

9,154

9,464

9,646

983
11 3

1,095
12.0

‘il?

1,280
13.3

4,091

4,430

4,612

4,635

6,949
E!

275
67

7”;

42,Q95

45,664

46,758

4,QQ1
11 6

5.318
11 6

“E

4,715

5,352

6,853

6,150

453
96

649
10 3

625
10.7

IT?

Ei

1 Data for France are for 1953, for Switzerland, 1950
Source Orgsnizatlon for Economic Cooperation and Development,
Force Slalrst~cs, Paris. 1971 and 1972.

c-t
60,326

6;7;

Labor

SIZE AND SCOPE OF PROGRAMS
Demographic

Considerations

In the countries studied, as elsewhere in Western Europe, the proportion
of the aged in the
total population
has been increasing. This trend
is projected to continue into the 1980’s. Planners
question whether the proportion
of the aged requiring means-tested assistance will rise at the
same rate. If it does, then they must decide
whether to improve pensions or to take or use
other measures to make such assistance less necessary. Underlying
any attempt at improvement,
however, is concern about the increasingly
unfavorable ratio between the number of active contributors to social security and the number of recipients of old-age benefits.
Official concern over future financing problems
stems from the rise in the relative number of
aged. The trend in both absolute and relative figures is shown in table 3, which covers the period
from the early 1950’s through 1969.
The proportion
of the population
that was
aged 65 and over rose fairly steadily. In Austria
the relative growth from 1952 to 1969 was greatest (3.2 percentage points), and in France it was
least (1.2 percentage points). The rising trend is
expected to continue.
A more accurate measure of the total old-age
picture, needed to determine the percentage of
8

those requiring
means-tested help, would be a
comparison of the total number of pensioners
with the population group aged 60 and over, since
many persons under age 65 are old-age beneficiaries. Such a comparison is not feasible, however,
because demographic
data on individual
years
within the group aged 65 and over are lacking.

IDENTIFICATION

OF RECIPIENTS

A substantial percentage of the aged are considered to be in need of means-tested assistance
in each of the countries. This dependency occurs
despite economic conditions that seemingly limit
the extent of poverty among the elderly. Most of
the countries have highly developed economies;
except for Switzerland,
they have social security
systems that are among the oldest; and the replacement rates for their benefits are very high.
In addition,
Western Europe has undergone a
period of great prosperity,
with little unemployment for some years. In the light of this situation, why are there so many needy aged and precisely who are they?
A very large percentage
of pensioners
in
poorest financial circumstances are not disadvantaged because of their own career contributions
record but rather because of technical social security reasons or because of the effect of economic
SOCIAL SRCURITY

declines. Those who lost years of coverage because of war are covered by special provisions or
special benefits in most of the countries.

Advanced

Age

To some extent the presence of elderly persons
requiring assistance is a legacy from the past. In
developed countries it is generally agreed that
every person who has worked for many years in
employment has earned entitlement to a retirement pension. Yet in many countries this principle may not apply to the oldest citizens-left
behind, in effect, in the improvement of the social
security system.
A surprising number of the social security systems have undergone revisions in the past 10 or
15 years, basically aimed at coping with inflation
and productivity increases. The aim of these revisions has been to provide or improve a system
for automatic adjustment of earnings records
and pensions, to add an earnings-related layer to
a universal or other form of old-age, survivors,
and disability insurance, or to provide some
other mechanism for raising payments. Nevertheless, the very old citizens have not been in a position to benefit, as they have found it impossible
to meet the eligibility conditions for any pension.
Among the five countries being compared, only
two made special provision right from the start
to help these elderly-Switzerland
in 1948, when
its system began to function, and Belgium from
the early 1900’s for the self-employed whose only
protection was voluntary insurance. Austria introduced its means-tested cash supplement under
a 1955 law that revised the long-existing social
security system; previously, those with low pensions were entitled only to a housing allowance.
In Finland, the first National Pensions Act of
1937 excluded persons who were older than age
55 at that time. Critics maintained that it was
unfair to use public funds for the pensions if
they were to benefit only a part of the population. As a result, special laws were subsequently
passed entitling the aged of limited meansthose too old to qualify for a regular pension-to
receive allowances equal to the supplementary
pensions then being paid from public funds.
Under 1957 revisions of the National Pensions
Act, a flat-rate basic pension was granted to all
BULLETIN,
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residents, plus the assistance benefit based on the
means test.
In France, also, the means-tested benefits were
granted after the system was well underway and
in response to need. The present system started
in 1930, and the benefit for aged workers was introduced in 1941, when it became evident that
many of the elderly could not earn a regular
pension. In Switzerland, more than half the
means-tested benefits are transitional.
Incomplete

Careers

A second phenomenon that has led to low pensions or none at all is the incomplete or “mixed”
career of persons who may have worked all of
their lives but have had only sporadic coverage.
Social security coverage of the entire population,
even in the advanced West European countries,
is a relatively recent development. Such segments
of the labor force as the self-employed and farmers may have been included only in recent years.
Either special funds were established for such
groups or they were newly incorporated into the
regular social security system. They did not, of
course, have a previous record of contributions.
In either cast, a full pension could not be earned
for many years, and the result was that the older
persons could not gain adequate security through
the new arrangement.
Other workers who were middle-aged when a
major revision of the social security system occurred may also have incomplete careers. Computable contributions for new groups usually
start at the time of the revision. Full maturity
and full benefits may be deferred for as long as
45 years. Even if these workers still had 10 or 15
working years left, they might be able to acquire
eligibility for only a minimum benefit or none at
all.
Others who might be classified as having incomplete careers are persons with long periods of
unemployment, early retirees, the disabled, persons who felt they could not keep on working
but did not meet the definition of disability in
the law, housewives leaving the labor force before retirement age, and, possibly in one or two
of the countries, workers who lost coverage because of war. The normal benefit formula does
not take into account such curtailed work records.
9

Widows form another substantial group of
pensioners who may not meet the technical requirements for a full pension. In France the husbands of an estimated 1.2 million widows had
been covered under the general social security
system, but less than one-third of these widows
receive survivor benefits. In all of the countries,
the benefit for the survivor is normally some
fraction of the primary pension amount. Even if
the worker had always received good earnings,
the benefit that his widow receives may be small.
The data available indicate that widows are
among the main recipients of means-tested benefits.
For those with a “mixed” career-that is, with
some coverage under more than one system-the
carry-over of rights from one social security
fund to another was not possible in the past. To
some extent, this situation still exists.

Economic Factors

General economic or industrial trends beyond
an individual’s control have been responsible for
inflating the rolls of those who need supplementation of their income. The influence exerted on
the retirement plans of the aged by a decline in
the economic sector has been felt particularly in
agriculture, mining, and self -employment. Social
security provisions for the self-employed, for example, are of relatively recent origin in some
countries. A full benefit may thus not be available to this group for many years. Those approaching retirement or already retired may be
eligible for only a means-tested benefit, where
such a benefit is available.
The small entrepreneur who is retired or about
to retire under these programs has been at a particular disadvantage in many ways. Traditionally, he has been a small *farmer, the owner of a
little village store, or an artisan or craftsman on a
small scale. His field of activity has been rapidly
declining in recent years. If he gives up his business to work in a factory, he can qualify for a
pension only on the basis of an incomplete or
mixed career-unless he is very young-since he
will probably not be able to make contributions
under the program for the ,304 years required.
Such persons have gone from being among the
most prosperous in their community to depend10

ence on means-tested benefits or, in their absence,
on public assistance.’
Inflation is another economic factor that must
be considered in identifying the groups dependent on means-tested benefits. Although the countries studied have advanced systems of adjustment of wages and pensions, these systems are
relatively new. For the older members of society,
they came too late. Earnings histories that go
back beyond 20-25 years are virtually meaningless because of inflation and productivity
rises
over the years. In the countries where earnings
and contribution records do count over a long
period, some device for assessing them had to be
developed.

FINANCING

AND COST OF PROGRAMS

The means-tested benefits are financed from
general revenue in Austria and Belgium, The
Finnish assistance pensions, Swiss transitional
benefits, and the French solidarity benefits are
financed from employer-employee contributions
with some Government subsidy, primarily
to
make up any deficits. The Swiss complementary
benefit is financed by the Cantons with Federal
subsidy. The Finnish benefits are also financed in
part by the administrative districts.
Earmarked taxes, in addition to general revenues, have been used by some of the countries. In
France, for example, the National Solidarity
Fund, when it was created in 1956, was financed
from taxes on income, corporate profits, and
motor vehicles ; in 1958, the general social security system was assigned the financing of the
benefits from its regular sources of income; after
1967, the Government began to make contributions covering 10-15 percent of the cost of certain special benefits. In Switzerland, the transitional benefits, like the regular social security
benefits, are financed in part by a tax on tobacco
and alcoholic beverages.
In Finland and Switzerland, %tate” governments play an important role. The Finnish administrative districts contribute toward specific
benefits. In 1970 they financed 19 percent of the
d Based on discussions with J. Mertens of the Secretariat General in the Belgian Minist?xe de la Prhvoyance
Sociale. See J. Mertens, “Les ressources des personnes
ag6es en Belgique,” Revue Beige de St?cutitd So&ate,
April 1971, pages 74Q-800.
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TABLE I.-Total

expenditures for old-age pensions and for means-tated

benefits, five countries,

1964-09

[Amounts shown in basknational currency unft (seenote, table 2)]

-
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13.7
Old-age r~~~lons, total amount (in bUNone)____________________________________
Means-tested benefits
Amount (In billions) ___________._.__________________________----------------Percent of old-age penslone______.___.__.__________________________----------- E
Be1 urn
14.6
0Pd-we penslone, total mnount (in billions) ______________.___-_.--------.---.-Ouaranteed
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Amount (In billIon& ________________________________________----------------- .763
1.3
Percent ofold-age penslons.--...---..------------*--------------------------Flnland
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___________________________
443.2
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_________________._____________
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SwitzerlandOld-age surrlvors’
nslone, total amount (in biNone) ____________._____________ .713
Means-tested bener ts
.lM
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Percent of old-age survivors’ pensions________________________________________
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1Oeneral systems.

assistance pensions and 50 percent of the housing
allowances. Each district’s share is determined on
the basis of the total amount of assistance paid
to resident pensioners and on the financial status
of the district and is paid at a rate that ranges
from 7.5 percent to 32.6 percent of the total assistance costs. In Switzerland, the Cantons administer the complementary benefits and receive
a national subsidy of 30-70 percent, according
to their financial ability to meet the cost of the
means-tested benefits.
The overall cost of the programs in 1964-69
for each of the five countries is shown in table 4,
as well as the proportion of the total co&s of
old-age pensions that expenditures for the
means-t.ested benefits represented. The data indicate a wide range in the relative position of these
benefits-from Finland, where well over half (60
percent in 1969) of all expenditures for old-age
pensions and aIlowances were in the form of
means-tested benefits, to Belgium, where these
benefits represented only 5 percent of the total.
Three of the countries-Austria,
France, and
Switzerland-show
a decline in the relative
rZrnount of money spent on means-tested benefits.
The Finnish relationship is held constant, and
the Belgian guaranteed income program is too
recent in origin to permit an analysis of trends.
In Austria and France, the decline appears to reflect primarily a drop in the number of recipients. The Swiss pattern is unclear because of the
institution of new programs and the sizable peBUUEIIN,
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riodic adjustments that have been made in benefit rates.
CONCLUSION

Did the countries deliberately set out to reduce
the need for means-tested benefits and did their
specific measures succeed? The answer is no, except in Switzerland. The main reason for the decline has not been government policy but rather
the gradual shrinking in the size of the “transitional” group-those recipients who were already
retired or approaching retirement age when the
means-tested system was inaugurated.
In some of the countries, the relative increase
in regular social security old-age benefits as the
systems mat,ure has also had the effect of reducing t.he number of aged who need assistance. The
key factor in Switzerland has been the raising of
the minimum pension according to a schedule
that will, by 1975, make it four times the 1969
figure-a move intended to reduce the need for
supplemental benefits. Although in these countries there is currently little or no discussion
about the fate of persons in the transitional
group, in the future they would presumably be
included under the guaranteed income provisions.
Problems

The difficulties of administration must also be
considered in examining the operation of the
11

means-tested systems, Over the years, various unconnected programs have been created to fill specific gaps. As a result, many are ad hoc increases
that lack coherence. The process of “incrementalization” that characterizes such programs in
these and other countries may be described as follows :
-The country decides to reorganize (or in the case
of Switzerland after World War II, to organize) its
old-age and survivor insurance program because of
the pressures of inflation, awareness of social needs,
and new standards of adequacy.
-It
is evident immediately,
however, that retired
persons, their survivors, or those nearing retirement
cannot meet the qualifying conditions of the new arrangement and cannot benefit from the improvements. Even under the so-called universal systems,
many persons who are retired or near retirement
age do not initially qualify for the flat beneflt, since
some years of coverage may be required.
-An “interim”
means-tested benefit may be set up
to help these individuals and often their dependents
and survivors. This benefit, instead of being temporary or transitional, continues to be paid to substantial numbers of persons for many decades.
-It becomes apparent that many more workers will
never be able to contribute for the number of years
required to earn a full old-age pension. In some instances, even a minimum pension cannot be earned
for at least 10 years after the reorganization. A second means-tested benefit is therefore created to help
this category-the
solidarity benefit in France, for
example, and the complementary benefit in Switzerland.
-Eventually,
other dmadvantaged
classes appear
-particularly
dependents and survivors-and
a
third kind of means-tested benefit may be established for them.
-Special
arrangements may be made for individual
groups, such as the single women’s benefit in Finland or a catchall intended for “all others,” like the
“special allocation” in France. Where one benetlt is
not sufficient, two or more may be granted to the
same individuals.

The existence of separate means tests for each
category, primarily as a consequence of the historical process, has complicated the administration of these multiple programs. In time, the
system extended coverage to all the elderly, and
there was no longer a reason for the multiplicity.
In fact, several of the countries studied are
drifting toward that kind of solution. They have
extended coverage to all needy pensioners or to
all persons in need, thus eliminating some of the
administrative burdens.
Despite the measures intended to improve pro12

grams over the years, all these countries feel that
the level of their means-tested benefits is too low
but that any sizable or rapid improvement would
simply cost too much. In adjusting the level of
the means-tested benefits-either
by legislative
action or by use of a price or wage index-the
countries have debated what rate of growth is
desirable and financially feasible. They had to
decide whether to maintain the relative level of
already inadequate benefits or to raise the level
more rapidly than the increase in prices (or
wages) in order to improve the lot of the recipients.
Solutions

No adequate solution to these problems has
been found, but three of the countries have either
undertaken or studied approaches to (1) simplify
the systems, (2) raise regular old-age benefits to
a level that would eliminate much of the need
for assistance, or (3) try a variety of changes.
Simplification.-The
guaranteed
minimum
benefit adopted in Belgium has the advantage of
simplicity, but the benefits are extremely low.
That country hopes, at some future time, to
make these benefits large enough to assure at
least a subsistence level for an elderly individual
or couple. The Swiss have also taken a step toward simplification by granting very .elderly
pensioners both of its means-tested benefits in
what amounts to a guaranteed minimum standard income.
Improvement
of old-age benefits.-In
coping
with the problem of improving the established
pension, the Swiss were willing to consider a significant change in the basic philosophy of their
social security system. Swiss social security, like
that of the United States but unlike that of
other European countries, was originally
designed to provide a base of protection only, not
to be adequate by itself. This policy led to a need
for supplementary means-tested allowances for
the needy aged. A growing feeling that too many
people required this supplementation and that
the provision of a base of protection no longer
meets today’s needs led to a policy of raising
both the minimum and maximum pensions faster
than wages. In addition, company plans were
made compulsory, as a supplement to the regular
(Continued

on page 24)
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TABLE M-2.-Public

income-maintenance programs: Hospital and medical care payments, 1949-73
IIn millionel
OASDHI (health ~~~)1

Period

g.

Other programs

Total

____._-_-_.____-_-__-----------------_-.-_____--._-___-----------------___-.--_____-_.____.--------------.--
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Jamwy ---.------- ‘” ~~---~~~~-~~----~- --~-~~--~~~~~.
February _______________________________
_____________.
ysgl~-_~--~-~~-__--~-~~~~---~-~~~~~-~- ------_------.
-.-__-_.----_-_-------------------------m---se-.
2 By.-..-..------...-------------------_-___-__----_.
Juni. ___________________________________ _____. _______.
July ___.______
- _________________________
____-_______-.
Au3nst. -. ____. _. ___. _____-- ____- - - --- __I - - _- - - ___-_--.
laws pald by private h~~uranoscarrier State funds and self-lnsorers. Beg&h” 1969,lncluda, data for Alasks &d Eawali. dontbly data not avaIlIn clumdhul has ltals.
: Benefits In 8 allfomia and New York (from 19dO),including payments
under private plansMonthly data not avaIlable.
4 Benefits undex Federal workmen’s compensation laws and under State

FOREIGN

1 Federal matching for medical vendor payments under public assbtancn
began October 1959.
‘ Data not avaIlable.
Source U.S. Tregsury and unpubllahed date from admtitrative agencies.
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(Continued from page 13)

social security pension, with the aim that eventually the two pensions together would reach 60
percent of final earnings.5
Renzediaz rchangea in gtmmaZ program-The
French Sixth Plan, drawn up as a blueprint for
guiding social and economic progress over a period of 5 years (1971-75), proposes a series of
remedial measures to help the elderly needy by:
(1) Indexing the minimum benefits, (2) creating
a new housing benefit for aged persons, (3) in6 See the &o&al Security Bulletfit, October 1973, pages
46-N, and April 1972, pages 24-28
¶4

creasing benefits for widows, (4) changing the
old-age pension formula to provide for higher
old-age benefits, and (5) relaxing the requirement for a disability pension.
A DIFFERENT
MIX of countries and/or systems might bring out other approaches to aiding
the needy elderly. The present sampling, in sum,
has indicated a historic trend away from reliance
on local assistance programs, which at one time
had been the only resources, toward the establishment of a general program for all-as a matter of
right-on a means-tested basis.
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